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Ramsey’s theorem states that for every partition of the n-element subsets of w 
(the nonnegative integers) into two classes, there exists an infinite set F c w 
with all its n-element subsets in the same class. We show that if S is a completely 
separable family of infinite subsets of W, then for every such partition there 
exists an infinite set F as above, with the additional property that F is a member 
of the family F. This answers a question of Hechler. We also strengthen our 
results along the lines of known generalizations of Ramsey’s theorem and give a 
short proof of a theorem of Mathias. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
First we establish some notation. If X is a set, we write / X 1 for the 
cardinality of X. A nonnegative integer is identified with the set of 
preceding nonnegative integers. For example 4 = {0, 1,2, 3). Similarly, 
o is the set of all nonnegative integers as well as the cardinality of that set; 
so w  and H, are interchangeable. 
If X is a set and K a cardinal (finite or infinite), then 
and 
[Xl” = {YCX: j YI = K}, 
[xl’” = {Y c x: 1 Y 1 < K}. 
In [4] Hechler makes the definitions below. Completely separable 
families have also been studied by Hajnal, Erdiis and others. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For positive integers m, n, the family of sets P C [w]” 
is (n, m)-separable if for each function 8 [o]” + m there exists FE F 
and r E m with f having the constant value r on [F’j”. 
Ramsey’s theorem [9] states that [w]~ is (n, m)-separable for each m, n. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A family of sets S C [w]~ is completely separable 
provided: 
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(ii) ifF,GEFwithli# G,then IFnGj <w,and 
(iii) for each XE [wlw, either there exists 3 E [plCw with XC lJ 3, 
or there exists FE 9 with F _C X. 
Whenever condition (ii) is satisfied we say 9 C [CO]” is an almost-disjoint 
family of subsets of w. 
If X C U 3 for some 93 E [g]<w, we say X isfinitely covered by 9. Thus 
condition (iii) above states: Each X E [w]~ not finitely covered by 9 must 
contain a subset F G 9. 
We write s* for the collection of all sets XE [w]~ that are not finitely 
covered by 9. 
Hechler proves the existence of completely separable families when 
assuming either the continuum hypothesis or Martin’s axiom, (See [6] 
for Martin’s axiom.) Also, Hechler asks whether a completely separable 
family on w  must be (m, n)-separable for all positive integers m, n. In 
Section 2 we answer Hechler’s question in the affirmative. Also, we show 
that a completely separable family on w  must have the cardinality of the 
continuum, 2Ho. 
In recent years there has been considerable research into generalizations 
of Ramsey’s theorem that result if the infinite subsets of w  are partitioned 
instead of the n-element subsets. 
DEFINITION 1.3. R C [wlw is said to be Ramsey provided there exists 
XE [w]w with either [X’Jw C R or [Xlw C [wlw - R. 
Now [a], is naturally embedded in 2w. So we consider the topology on 
[uJ]~ induced by taking the Tychonoff product topology on 2w. A basis for 
this topology is (W,: s E [w]<~}, where W, = (XE [W]Y s is an initial 
segment of X} if s E [w]cw. Nash-Williams [8] was the first to prove (in 
essence) that every open set R C [w]~ is Ramsey. Later, Galvin and 
Prikry [3] proved that if R C [W]O is Borel, then R is Ramsey. Finally, 
Silver [lo] has shown that any analytic R C [w]~ must be Ramsey. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Given a family of sets F C [w]~, we say that R 5 [CO]” 
is F-Ramsey provided that there exists FE 9 with either [F]- CR or 
[flUnR= 0. 
In Section 3 we show that if F is a completely separable family on w, 
then every Bore1 set R C [w]” is F-Ramsey. Our proof combines the 
ideas of Section 2 with the ideas of Galvin and Prikry [3]. 
Tn Section 4 we give a short new proof of Mathias’ theorem (announced 
in Mathias [7]) which states: If 9 C [wlw is a Ramsey ultrafilter and 
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R C [w]” is analytic, then R is %-Ramsey. Our proof uses ideas from 
Ellentuck [2]. 
Finally, in Section 5 we use Mathias’ theorem from Section 4 and the 
continuum hypothesis to prove: If 9 C [wlw is completely separable and 
R C [wlw is analytic, then R is *-Ramsey. We have not been successful 
at eliminating the use of the continuum hypothesis from our proof. 
We mention that the idea of a completely separable family can be 
generalized to a family of subsets of an uncountable cardinal K, and many 
of our results remain true if K is sufficiently large. However, we shall 
restrict our attention here to completely separable families of subsets of W. 
See [1 l] for completely separable families on uncountable K. 
2. COMPLETELY SEPARABLE FAMILIES ARE (n,nz)-SEPARABLE 
THEOREM 2.1. If 9 C [w]~ is a completely separable family, then S is 
(n, m)-separable for all positive integers m, n. 
Proof. Given 3 completely separable, to prove the theorem, it suffices 
to prove the following statement by induction on n: if XE [uJ]~ is not 
finitely covered by 9(X E F*) and f is a function f: [Xl” 4 m, then there 
exists YE P* n [Xlw with f being constant on [Y]“. 
The case n = I is easy. Iff: [Xl1 4 m, let Yi = {x E X:f((x}) = i> for 
each i E m. Then either there exists i E m with Yi E F*, or X = uit-,,l Yi 
is not an element of .9*. 
So suppose the statement is true when n = t; we show it remains true 
whenn = t+ 1. 
Given f: [Xlt+l + m, we define by induction two sequences of sets, 
(Fk: k E w> and (L,: k E w\, and a function h: ukEw Fk + w  so that the 
following conditions hold for each integer k 2 1. 
(a) Fk E [Xl”’ n 9 and Lk E [XIW n 9*. 
(b) L, C Lkel, F,; C L,-, and Fk n Lk = (3. 
(c) If x E Ujek Fj and h(.u) = k, then there exists r(x) E m such that 
for each A E [&It, we havef({xj u A) = r(x). 
To start, pick arbitrary F,, E [Xlw n 9 and let L, = X - FO. Now 
suppose we have F,-, and Lkml ; we want to select E;, and Lk so that 
(a)-(c) hold. 
Since F is completely separable and L,-, is not finitely covered by 9, 
there exists Fk E F with Fk C L,-, . Next, by induction define a decreasing 
sequence of sets Mk(j), j E k + 1. Let MR(0) = L,-, - Fk . Then given 
Mk(i), let xlc(i) be the least integer in {x~ Fi: h(x) is not yet defined}. 
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Define a function g,,i: [Mk(i)lt - m by 
for each A E [Mle(i)lt. By our inductive hypothesis, there exists r(xlc(i)) E m 
and Mk(i + 1) E [M,(i)lw n s* with g,,i taking the constant value r(xt(i)) 
on [M,(i + l)]“. 
To complete the definition of L, , set Lk = M,(k). Also, extend the 
definition of the function h by setting h(x,(i)) = k for each i E k. 
It is readily seen that each of the conditions (a)-(c) holds; so our 
induction is complete. This yields a sequence of distinct, pairwise-disjoint 
sets (F,: k E w), and two functions h: ukGW Fk ---f w  and r: UDEW Fi + m 
with the property: 
(d) For each x E u {F,: k E OJ> and each 
A E [u {Fk : k > h(x))]‘, 
we havef({x} u A) = r(x). 
For each k E w, apply the pigeon-hole principle to get Gk E [FJw with 
the function r: ujpW Fi --f m having the constant value R(k) E m on Gk . 
Then apply the pigeon-hole principle again to get K E [CO]” with R: w  -+ m 
having the constant value r on K. So we have a sequence of distinct, 
pairwise-disjoint, infinite sets (G,: k E w> with each G, C Fk E 9, and 
property (d) yields: 
(e) For each x E u {G,: k E K} and each 
AE U{G,;:kEK 
[ 
and k > h(x)llf. 
we havef({x} u A) = r. 
Now for each k E K, partition G, into infinitely many pairwise-disjoint 
infinite sets Gk = u (G,(i): i E CU}. Then for each i E w, let Hi = UksK G,(i). 
It follows that each Hi has infinite intersection with each G, such that 
k E K, hence with each Fk such that k E K. So no Hi can be finitely covered 
by g. Then using the complete separability of 9, for each i E o pick 
F(i) E 9 with F(i) C Hi . Since the sets H,(i E w) are pairwise-disjoint; so 
too are the F(i). 
Because of condition (e), we can inductively select the set Y C UiEW F(i) 
with the desired properties. Let (ilc: k E CO) be an enumeration of w  such 
that each i E o appears infinitely many times, i.e., each NC = {k E w: il, = i} 
is infinite. Pick y, E F(i,) arbitrarily. If yU ,..., )jk have already been chosen, 
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then (since each F(;(i) n Gi is finite) we can pick y,,, ~F(i~+r) satisfying: 
(0 Y,+, > ok , and ify,+, E Gk, , then k’ > h(y,) for eachj E k + 1. 
When the induction is complete, set Y = { yk: k E ~1. 
It remains to check that Y is not finitely covered by 9 and that f is 
constant on [Y]$+l. The first requirement is satisfied since Y has infinite 
intersection with infinitely many members of 9; ylc E Y A P(‘(i) for each 
kENi. 
Suppose B E [Ylt+l with y = min B and A = B - {y}. Then condition 
(f) implies that 
AE U(Gk:kEK 
[ 
and k > NY)}]‘, 
and thus (e) implies f({ y} u A) = f(B) = Y. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.1 shows that for each completely separable family 9 and 
each function f: [uJ]~ -+ m, there exists at least one FE 5r with f constant 
on [F]“. In fact, we can improve this and show there exist 2ao different sets 
FE F with f constant on each [F]“. 
THEOREM 2.2. if 9 C [wlw is a completely separable family and X E S*, 
then there exist 2wo distinct sets FE 9 with each F C X. 
Proof. Suppose 9 is completely separable and X E 9*. If (Fi: i E n> 
is a finite sequence of sets from 9 with each F6 C X, then 
(A’ - uiEn FJ E %*. So by induction we can pick a pairwise-disjoint 
sequence of sets (Fi: i E w) with each Fi E 9 and each Fi C X. 
Now each Fi has cardinality w, so for each i E w  we can select an almost- 
disjoint family 9i C [FJw with each 9Ji having cardinality 2*o. Likewise, 
select another almost-disjoint family 9 Z [wIw with / 9 1 = 2so. Then 
enumerate each %i as (Gi.,: 01 < 2*0) and enumerate 9 as (G,: 01 < 2xo). 
We define a new, almost-disjoint family 9’ c [Xlw such that / 9’ / = 2so 
and such that no F’ E %’ is finitely covered by 9. Namely, for each 
01 < 2Ko let F,’ = lJ {Gi,=: i E G,}. Clearly, 9’ = {F,‘: 01 -=c 2*o} has the 
desired properties. 
Since each F,’ is not finitely covered by 9, it follows that for each 
01 < 2Ko there must exist Fi E 9r with F,” C F,‘. Further, 01 # /3 must imply 
Fi # Fi since g’ is an almost-disjoint family. So the sets F,” (a < 2x~) 
satisfy the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If 9 C [w]” is a completely separable family, then 
1 9 1 = 2No. 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we get the following. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. IfSL [wlw is a completely separable family and f is 
a function f: [oJ], + m for some positive integers m, n, then there exist 
r E m and 2”o distinct sets FE F such that f has the constant value r on 
each [F]“. 
3. BOREL SETS AND COMPLETELY SEPARABLE FAMILIES 
We begin by showing that open sets are %-Ramsey whenever 9 is 
completely separable. Then using techniques from Galvin and Prikry [3], 
we can extend “open sets” to “Bore1 sets.” 
First we give some definitions and lemmas. It turns out that Lemma 3.6 
is the crux of our arguments. 
If A, B C w  we write A < B to mean “for all a E A and b E B, a < b.” 
DEFINITION 3.1. If A E [WI+ and X E [uJ]~, then 
(A, X)w = {A u Y: YE [Xlw and A < Y}. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose X _C [w]~ is a family of sets, then we say 
R C [wlw is completely X-Ramsey provided the following holds: For each 
A E [oJ]<~ and each WE &‘, there exists HE [Wlw n 2 with either 
(A,H)*CRor(A,H)“nR=m. 
Clearly, if g _C [oJ]~ is completely separable and if R C [wlw is com- 
pletely fl*-Ramsey, then R is F-Ramsey. 
N.B. From here through Lemma 3.6 we assume that the completely 
separable family 9 _C [wlw as well as A E [w]<~, WE 9* and R 5 [CO], are 
fixed with A < W. We make no particular assumptions about R until 
Theorem 3.8. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Given BE [I+Jcw and YE [@‘I” n g*, we say Y 
accepts B provided (A u B, Y)w C R; and Y rejects B provided that no 
Z E [ Ylw n 9* accepts B. 
Note that if Y accepts (or rejects) B, then each Z E [Ylw n 9* likewise 
accepts (or respectively rejects) B. Also, Y accepts (rejects) B just when 
Y - (0, l,..., max B} accepts (rejects) B. 
LEMMA 3.4. For each BE [WI+ and YE [ Wlw n fl*, there exists 
Z E [ Ylw n P* that either accepts or rejects B. 
This is clear since either Y rejects B or some Z E [ Ylw n 9* accepts B. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Zf B is rejected by Y, where B E [W]<W and Y E [WJW n 9*, 
then there exists Z E [ YJw n 9* such that B u {z} is rejected by Z whenever 
z E z. 
Proof. The details of the proof are substantially like those in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1, so we shall omit a few of the specifics. Without loss of 
generality, assume B < Y. 
By induction we define two sequences of sets (Fk: k E W> and (L,: k E w;,, 
and a function h: lJkEw Fk ---f w  so that the following conditions hold for 
each k >, 1. 
(a) F, E [Ylw n 9 and Lk E [Ylw n .F*. 
(b) Lt, C LE-, , Fk C_ LI;-, and Fh n L, = P) . 
(c) If x E lJjck Fj and h(x) = k, then B u (x} is either accepted or 
rejected by L, . 
To start, use the complete separability of F and pick arbitrary 
F,, E [Ylw n 8; then set L, = Y - F,, Next suppose we have Fk+ and 
L,-, ; again pick F,C E [L&jw n 9 arbitrarily. In order to select Lk. , 
define a decreasing sequence of sets Mk(j), ,j E k + 1. Let Mk(0) = 
L,-, - F* _ Then given M&(i), let xk(i) be the least integer in (x E F?: h(x) is 
not yet defined}, and apply Lemma 3.4 to B u (xle(i)} and M,(i) getting 
M,(i + 1) E [M,(i)lU n B* which either accepts or rejects B u {xii(i)}. 
Finally, set Lk = M,(k), and extend the definition of h by setting 
h(x,(i)) = k for each i E k. 
It is easy to check that the conditions (a)-(c) hold. Furthermore, the 
sets (F,: k E U> and the function h have the additional property: 
(d) For each x E lJ (Fk: k E w), we have that tJ (F,: k > h(x)) either 
accepts or rejects B u {x}. 
Applying the pigeon-hole principle repeatedly we get a set KE [WI”’ 
and a sequence of sets (G,: k E W} with each GI, E [FklW, so that: 
(e) B u {x} is accepted by 
u {Gk : k E K and k > h(x)} 
for each x E U (Gfc: k E K], or B u (x> is rejected by 
u {G, : k E K and k > h(x)} 
for each x E lJ (Gk: k E K}. 
Partition each GI, into infinitely many pairwise-disjoint, infinite sets 
Gk = &,, G,(i). Let Hi = UlreK G,Ji); so Hi E 9* for each i E w. Hence 
pick F(i) E 9 with F(i) C Hi (each i E w). 
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Next, we select the set 2. Enumerate u as (&: k E w) with each i E o 
appearing infinitely many times. Pick z,, oF(io). Then assuming z, ,..., zk 
have already been chosen, select zk+r E F(ik+l) satisfying the additional 
condition: 
(0 zL+r > zk , and if z~+~ E G,, , then k’ > h(zJ for each j E k + 1. 
Finally, set Z = {i!k: k E w}. 
Clearly, Z E [ Ylw, and Z E 9* because Z has infinite intersection with 
each F(F(i.). Further, the conditions (e) and (f) yield that either Z accepts 
B u {zk} for each zk E Z or Z rejects B u {zk} for each z, E Z. 
Assume Z accepts each B u {z~}. Then, 
(B, Z)w = (j (B u {z,:, Z)“’ _C R. 
kEW 
Hence Z accepts B, which contradicts the fact that Y rejects B. The 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. If ia is rejected by W, then there exists X E [q” n S* 
such that X rejects each B E [Xl<“. 
Proof We define by induction three sequences of sets (Fk: k E CO), 
(L,: k E w>, (X,: k E W) and a function h: UICEW Ffi -+ w  so that the 
following conditions hold for each k > 1. 
(a) F;,E[W’J~~~~~~L,E[W]~~R*. 
(b) L,CL,_,,F,2L,-,andF,nL, = 0. 
(c) X, E [lJisk Fj]‘w and Xk-, C X, . 
(d) x E X, - X,-, if and only if h(x) = k. 
(e) If x E Fk , then h(x) > k. 
(f) If B C X, with B rejected by Lk-, , then L, rejects B u (y} for 
each y E L, . 
Since W rejects ,@, apply Lemma 3.5 to get L E [lVJ” n 9* that 
rejects each {y) with y E L. Then pick arbitrary FO E [L]” n 9; set 
LO= L-FOandsetX,= m. 
Now suppose F,-, , Llcml and X,-, have been chosen. Pick Fk E 
[Lkpl’JW n 9 arbitrarily. For each j E k let x&) be the least integer in 
Fj - Xk-, , and then set X, = X,-, U {x&): j E k}. Also, set h(xk(j)) = k 
for each j E k. 
To define Lk , inductively choose a decreasing sequence of sets 
(Mk(i): 0 ,( i < 21xkl) with each Mk(i) E [Lk-Jw n .9*. Let Mk(0) = 
L,-, - Fk , and enumerate the subsets of X, as (Bi: i E 21X$. Now given 
s84Id3-6 
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Mk(i), if Bi is not rejected by Lkel , then set M,(i + 1) = M,(i). Otherwise, 
apply Lemma 3.5 to get M,(i + 1) E [M,(i)lw n 9* such that M,(i + 1) 
rejects each Bi U (JJ} with y E M,(i + 1). Finally, set LI, = Mk(2ix”9. 
This selection of LI, assures that the condition (f) holds, and the conditions 
(a)-(e) are easy to check. This completes the definitions of the sets Fk , LI, , 
X, and of the function h. 
Now, partition each Fk into infinitely many pairwise-disjoint infinite 
sets Fk = View G,(i). Then let Hi = Ukew GR(l’) for each i E w, and note 
Hi E 9*. Thus pick F(i) E g with F(i) C Hf for each i E w. 
Next, we select the set X. Enumerate w  as (ik: k E w) with each i E o 
appearing infinitely many times. Pick x0 E F(i,,). Then given x0 ,..., x~, 
select xk+r E F(ikfl) satisfying: 
k) xk+l > xk , and if &+i E Fk, then k’ > h(xj) for each j E k + 1. 
Finally, set X = {xk: k E w}. 
It is clear that XE [VW n 9*. So it remains to check that X rejects 
each B E [Xlcw. 
First we note: 
(h) If x, x’ E X with x < x’, then h(x) < h(x’). 
Indeed, if x’ s Fk , then (e) and (g) require h(x) < k < h(x’). 
Next we prove: 
(i) If B E [X]cw is nonempty, then B is rejected by Lhtmaxrrjml . 
If / B / = 1, then the set L was chosen so that L (and hence XC L) 
rejects B. So suppose (h) is true for B with 1 B ) = n. Further, suppose 
CE [Xl n+l, say C = {zO , z1 ,..., z,} with z,, < zr < .*a < z, ; also, denote 
K = /z(z,-~). Then our inductive hypothesis implies (z. ) z1 ,..., z,-~} is 
rejected by LKdl ; moreover, (g) requires z, E Lx-. So we can apply (f), 
and conclude C is rejected by LK (and so C is rejected by Lh(maxc~--l 
since (h) yields K = h(z,-i) < h(max C) - 1) provided we know 
h 9 Zl ,..., z,-i} c X, . But (d) and (h) imply that zi E X, whenever j E n; 
so the condition (i) must be true. 
Now we can show that X rejects each BE [Xl+. We know X _C W 
rejects 0, so suppose B E [Xlcw is nonmepty. Then (i) states that 
L h(m&xB)--l rejects B. But we noted earlier that “X rejects B” is equivalent 
to “X - (0, I,..., max B} rejects B,” and (g) requires 
x - {O, l,..., max B} c u IF, : k > h(maX B)) 
CL h@mXB) 
CL h(IUXB)-1 . 
Thus X rejects B as desired, and our proof is complete. 
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DEFINITION 3.7. If B E [WI+ and XC w, we write B < X to mean B 
is an initial segment of X, i.e., there exists CC X with B < C and 
X=BuC. 
THEOREM 3.8. If R 2 [w]” is open and F c [w]” is compIetefy separable, 
then R is completely F*-Ramsey, hence F-Ramsey. 
Proof. We suppose A E [WI<* and WE 9* with A < W so that 
Lemma 3.6 applies. 
If some X E [ Wlw n P* accepts 0, then we are done since (A, X)” C R. 
If no such X exists, then Wrejects ,@ by definition. So we apply Lemma 3.6 
to get X E [W]w n .F* that rejects each B E [x]<w. We claim 
(A, A’)- n R = ET. Otherwise there exists YE [Xl0 with A < Y and 
A u YE R. But R is open in [wlw by hypothesis, so there must exist 
C < Y with {A u C, w)‘” _C R. Thus (A u C, X)w C R. This means X 
accepts C, a contradiction. So the proof of Theorem 3.8 is complete. 
Before going on to Bore1 sets, we mention a strengthened version of the 
Nash-Williams partition theorem (Theorem 1 of [S]). 
DEFINITION 3.9. A set T C [WI<” is said to be thin provided A Q B 
implies A = B for all sets A, B E T. 
If T _C [WI<” is thin, then the set {XE [w]~: there exists A E T with 
A << X> is open in [w]~. Also, if S C T with T thin, then S must also be 
thin. These facts with Theorem 3.8 yield the following. 
COROLLARY 3.10. IfTC [WI<” is thin and f is a function f: T---f m for 
some positive integer m, and if.F C [w]~ is completely separable on w, then 
there exists X E [w]” with X not Jinitely covered by F and with f constant 
on [Xl<“’ n T. 
We mention that Corollary 3.10 implies our Theorem 2.1 since [w]” is 
thin for each positive integer n. 
Now we turn to the proof of the following. 
THEOREM 3.11. If R _C [wJw is Bore1 and .% C [w], is completely 
separable, then R is completely F*-Ramsey, hence F-Ramsey. 
Since every open set is completely 9*-Ramsey, it suffices to show 
that the class of completely 9*-Ramsey sets is closed under countable 
unions. (The class is trivially closed under complementation.) 
We suppose that A E [w]<~ and WE [w]~ are arbitrarily chosen with 
A < W. Further, we suppose that CR,: n E w) is a sequence of com- 
pletely 9*-Ramsey subsets of [wlw. Let R’ = unEw R, . 
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LEMMA 3.12. rf XE [VW n F*, then there exists YE [XIU n S* 
such that for each A v Z E (A, Y)w n R’ there exists C; E [WI+ with 
A < C < Z and (A v C, Yjw C R’, i.e., R’ n (A, Y)w is open in {A, Y)“’ 
with the subspace topology. 
Proof. We sketch the proof. Inductively define three sequences of sets 
(F,: k E: wj, (L,: k E w>, (X,c: k E: w> and a function h: uLEW Fk + w  so 
that the following conditions hold for each k >, I. 
(a) Fk E [Xlw n 9 and Lk E [Xlw n S*. 
(b) L~CLx._l,F~CL,_,andF,nL,= a. 
(c) Xk E [Ujek Fj]cw and X,-r c X, . 
(d) x f Xb - X,-r if and only if h(x) = k. 
(e) If B C X, , then for each j E k + 1 either (A u B, L,)” c Ri or 
(A v B, LkjW n Rj = cll 
Pick FO E [Xlw n 9, set L, = X - F,, , and set X,, = % . Given Fkel , 
L,-, and X,-r , pick Fk E [L,_,]” n 9. For each j E k let x&) = 
min(Fj - X,-r); then set Xii = X,-r u {x,(j): j E k} and set each 
h(x,W) = k. 
Start with Llcpl - Fk and apply the fact that the Ri are completely 
F*-Ramsey once for each j E k + 1 and B C X, to get Lk with (e) being 
true. This completes the definitions of the L, , F, , X, and of h. 
Partition each Fk into infinitely many infinite sets Fk = uiEW G,(i). For 
each i E w, let Hi = ulcSw Gk(i), and then pick F(i) E S n [Hi]“. 
Enumerate w  as (i,: k E W> with each i E w  appearing infinitely many 
times. Pick y, E F(i,,). Given y. ,..., y, , select y,,, E F(ik+l) so that: 
(f) yLtl > Y, , and ifyk+l E FL , then k’ > h( yj) for eachj E k + 1. 
Finally, set Y = ( yli: k E w). 
If 2 E (A, Y)” n R’, then Z E R, for some n E o. Let C = Z n (Ujen F,); 
then let m be the least integer such that n < m and C C X, . The 
conditions (d) and (f) require that Y - {O,..., max C} CL,, . Hence 
condition (e) yields that either (A u C, Y)w C R, or (A U C, Y)w n 
R, = % . The latter is impossible since Z E (A u C, Y)w n R, ; so we are 
done. 
Proof of Theorem 3.11. Considering the sets A, W, R, and R’ intro- 
duced above, we need to show that there exists W’ E [v* n 9* with 
either (A, W’)w C R’ or (A, W’)O n R’ = 0. Suppose there is no 
w’ E [ w]w n 9* with (A, W’)w c R’. Then W rejects % (with respect 
to R’), and Lemma 3.6 implies there exists X E [ww n S* such that X 
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rejects each B E [Xlcw. Then we can find YE [Xl0 n S* so that Lemma 3.12 
holds. 
Now we claim that (A, Y)w n R’ = ec. Otherwise there exists 
Z E (A, Y)w n R’; so Lemma 3.12 yields C E [ZlcU with A < C < Z and 
(A u C, Y)w C R’. This last statement says Y accepts C (with respect to R’) 
and contradicts the fact that X rejects C. This proves the theorem. 
4. A SHORT PROOF OF MATHIAS' THEOREM 
In this section we digress in order to sketch a short proof of Theorem 4.2. 
This theorem was announced in Mathias [7], but Mathias’ proof reportedly 
requires forcing and absoluteness ideas. The proof we give uses ideas of 
Ellentuck [2] and requires only classical topology and set theory. We use 
Theorem 4.2 in Section 5. 
DEFINITION 4.1. % C [wlw is a Ramsey ultrajilter on w  provided that 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) % has the finite intersection property, i.e., for each VE [%]<w, 
n VE Q. 
(ii) For each X_C w  either XE @ or w  - XE %‘, but not both. 
(iii) For each function f: [ml2 --f 2, there exists X E % with f being 
constant on [X12. 
Whenever the conditions (i) and (ii) hold for @E [wlw, then % is a 
nonprincipal ultrafilter on 0. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Mathias). Zf@ is a Ramsey ultrafilter on w  and R C [uJ], 
is analytic, then R is completely %-Ramsey. 
The proof of 4.2 will follow from a sequence of lemmas. The basic idea 
will be to introduce a new topology on [WI”, and then to characterize the 
completely @-Ramsey subsets of [wlw as those with the Baire property 
with respect to the new topology. Theorem 4.2 follows easily from this 
characterization. 
We shall make repeated use of the following well-known fact about 
Ramsey ultrafilters. 
LEMMA 4.3. A nonprincipal ultrafilter W on w  is Ramsey if and only if% 
satisjies: If X, E 9 for each k E w, then there exists a function h: w  ---f w  
such that the folIowing holdfor each k E w: 
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0) h(k) -c h(k + I), 
(ii) range(h) E [X0]” n C2, and 
(iii) h(k + 1) E Xhck) . 
Booth (Theorem 4.9 of [l]) attributes Lemma 4.3 to Kunen and sketches 
the proof. 
Throughout the following definitions and lemmas we suppose that 9 is a 
fixed Ramsey ultrafilter, that A E [WI<” and WE S are chosen arbitrarily 
except for the restriction A -C W. Through Lemma 4.6 we also assume 
that R C [w]” is chosen arbitrarily. Beginning only with Lemma 4.7 do 
we put topological restrictions on R. 
Imitating section three, XE [ Wl” n @ accepts B E [W]c” means 
(A u B, X)w C R; X rejects B if no Y E [Wj” n @ accepts B. 
LEMMA 4.4. If BE [WI+ and XE [WI”’ n @, then there exists 
YE [Xlw n e that either accepts or rejects B. 
LEMMA 4.5. If B E [w]+ is rejected by YE [ Wlw n a!, then there exists 
Z E [ Ylw n @ that rejects B v {z} whenever z E 2. 
Proof. Inductively, for each k E w  pick X, E [Xk-J” n @ (unless 
k = 0, then X0 E [WI” n @) with X, > B v (k}, and if k E W, pick X, 
with the additional property that X, either accepts or rejects B u {k). 
Apply Lemma 4.3 to (X,: k E w), and let X be the range of the function h 
in 4.3. Note that X accepts or rejects B u {k} for each k E X; so we use the 
fact that @ is an ultrafilter to pick 2 E [Xl”’ n @ such that either 2 rejects 
all B u {k} with k E 2 or 2 accepts all B u {k) with k E Z. The latter 
possibility implies Z accepts B, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.6. Zf % is rejected by W, then there exists XE [v” n ‘42 
such that X rejects each B E [Xl+. 
Proof. Use Lemma 4.5 to pick X,, E [IVJw n G-2 that rejects each 
{x} E [X,]l. By induction, for each k > 0 pick X, E [Xh-J” n Q with 
X, > {k), and if k E X0 we can assure (using Lemma 4.5) that: 
(a) For each set B C W n (0, l,..., k}, if X,-, rejects B, then X, 
rejects B u {x} for all x E X, . 
Apply 4.3 to (Xk: k E o), and let X be the range of the function h in 4.3. 
It is easy to check that condition (a) and condition (iii) of 4.3 require X 
to reject each B E [x]cw. So we are done. 
We shall be interested in a new topology on [olw which we call the 
@-topology. It is generated by taking the collection of all (A, X)- with 
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X E % as a basis. It is clear that {(A, X)? X E % and A E [WI<“‘} is indeed 
a basis since G!2 is an ultrafilter. Furthermore, the @-topology is finer 
(has more open sets) than does [olW with the Tychonoff product topology. 
N.B. From here through Lemma 4.10 all topological notions refer to 
the @-topology. 
LEMMA 4.7. If R C [wlw is open in the %-topology, then R is completely 
@-Ramsey. 
Lemma 4.7 follows from 4.6 just as Theorem 3.8 follows from 3.6. 
Applying 4.7 to the complement of the closure of the set N, we obtain: 
LEMMA 4.8. If N C [WI@ is nowhere dense and if A E [WI+ and WE 4, 
then there exists X E [ Wjw n & with (A, Xjw n N = ,@. 
LEMMA 4.9. If M C [w]~ is meager, then M is nowhere dense. 
Proof. Suppose M = uIcsw N* where each Nk is nowhere dense. In 
order to conclude M is nowhere dense, it suffices to show that for each 
nonempty open R C [o]~ there exist A E [WI<” and X E % with the basic 
open set (A, X)W contained in R - M. 
Assume such R is given. Pick A E [w]<~ and WE @ with A < W and 
(A, W)* C R. Using Lemma 4.8 and induction, for each k E o pick 
X, E [X&’ n C% (unless k = 0, then X0 E [ WIW n @) with the properties 
that X, > {k}, and for each set B C (0, I,..., k} n W it is true that 
(A u B, X,)@ n Nh = @. Apply Lemma 4.3 to (X,: k E 0) and let X be 
the range of the function h in 4.3. It is straightforward to check that 
(A,X)wcR-M. 
It follows from 4.9 that in the @-topology, a set MC [w], is meager if 
and only if it is nowhere dense. Recall that a set R has the Baire property 
if there exists an open set U with R n U = (R - U) U (U - R) being 
meager. 
LEMMA 4.10. If R C [wlw has the Baire property (@-topology), then R 
is completely @-Ramsey. 
ProoJ Suppose R n U is meager (therefore nowhere dense) where 
U is open, and that A E [w]cw and WE %. Lemma 4.7 says there exists 
X E [ WIW n % with either <A, X)W C U or (A, X)O n U = m. Apply 4.8 
toA,XandR~UtogetYo[~Wn%with<A,Y)Wn(RAU)= @. 
Then either (A, Y)” _C R or (A, Y)w n R = 0. 
Though it is not needed in our proof, we note that the converse of 4.10 
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is easy to prove, namely: if R C [o]~ is completely %-Ramsey, then R has 
the Baire property (@-topology). 
Before we complete the proof of Theorem 4.2, we mention one character- 
ization of the analytic sets in a topological space. If 2 is a 
family of sets and f is a function f: [WI<” ---f z?, for each XE [w]w write 
S, = n {f(A): A < X} and S, = u {S,: XE [WI”}. Then A(Z) = 
(S,: f is a function from [w] Cm into JP}. A(F) is the collection of analytic 
sets provided F is the collection of all closed sets. 
It is always true that each closed set has the Baire property. It is also 
true (see Kuratowski [5, p. 941) that the operation A preserves the Baire 
property. Hence each analytic set in the %-topology has the Baire property, 
and so is completely @-Ramsey by Lemma 4.10. So Theorem 4.2 holds, 
since each set analytic in the Tychonoff product topology is necessarily 
analytic in the (finer) @-topology. 
5. ANALYTIC SETS AND COMPLETELY SEPARABLE FAMILIES 
In this section we prove (using the continuum hypothesis, CH) that if 
F C [wlw is completely separable and if R C [wlW is analytic (Tychonoff 
product topology), then R is completely g*-Ramsey. Our proof involves 
showing the existence of a Ramsey ultrafilter 9d with % C F*, and then 
applying Theorem 4.2. 
Once again, assume that F c [wlW is a fixed completely separable family. 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf (Xj: j E w> is a sequence of sets with fijE8 Xj E 9* for 
each nonempty B E [WI+, then there exists XE 9* with X - Xi being 
finitely covered by 9 for all j E w. 
Proof. By induction we define two sequences of sets (L,: k E o) 
and (Fk: k E w) such that the following conditions hold for each k >, I : 
(a) Fk E F and LI, E F*. 
(b) Fk C LkeI , L,; C Lk,_, and Fk n L, = 0. 
(~1 LI, = (fhslc Xj> - (Uj<k 4). 
Start with F,, E [XJW n .F and L, = X0 - F, . Given L*-, and Fk--l, 
MI, = (nick Xj) - (Uj<k Fj) is in 9 *. So pick Fk E [M,lw n 9 and let 
LI, = MI, - Fk . 
Now let X = lJkEw Fk . So X E F*, and for each k E w  we have 
x--k~uKb j F since L, C X, . So X satisfies the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assuming CH, if WE 9*, then there exists a Ramsey 
ultrafilter ‘??/ with % C g-* and WE %. 
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Proof Enumerate the set of all functionsfi [ml2 - 2 as (fa: 01 < X,). 
We select a sequence of sets (Xa: 01 < K,) by induction so the following 
conditions hold: 
(a) the intersection of any finite (nonempty) collection of &‘s is 
in 9*, and 
(b) for each 01 < Et,, f= is constant on [X,]“. 
Use Theorem 2.1 (actually the inductive statement in the proof of 2.1) 
to get X,, E [ Wlw n F* with fO constant on [X,,]‘. Suppose <X=: 01 < B) 
have been chosen. If j? < w  let X = M,<. X, , otherwise since p is 
countable, we can rearrange the sequence (Xa: 01 < p) into a sequence of 
type w, say (Xn’: n E OJ). Apply Lemma 5.1 to get XE F* with each 
X - X,’ being finitely covered by 9. Now apply Theorem 2.1 to get 
X, E [Xlw n F* withf, constant on [X,]“. This selection of 1, C Xassures 
X, - X, is finitely covered by 9 for each 01 < p, so condition (a) holds for 
all &‘s with cu < p. 
Now it is easy to extend {X,: 01 < N,} to an ultrafilter @ C s*, for given 
(X,: 01 < x,) satisfying (a), then for each Z _C w  either (a) remains 
satisfied with each X, replaced by Z n X, or (a) remains satisfied with 
each X, replaced by (W - Z) n X, . Thus either Z or w  - Z can be 
appended to {X,: 01 < N,} while preserving the condition (a). Trivially, 
W must be in %!. 
THEOREM 5.3. Assuming CH, if F C [oJ]~ is completely separable and 
ifR C [o]” is analytic, then R is completely F’*-Ramsey, hence S-Ramsey. 
ProoJ Given arbitrary A E [oJ]<“’ and WE F*, use 5.2 to pick a 
Ramsey ultrafilter % with % C F* and WE @. Then since R is completely 
@-Ramsey by Theorem 4.2, there exists X E [ Wlw n ??! C F* with either 
(A,X)wCRor(A,X)wnR= 0. 
Question (I). Can CH be eliminated from the proof of 5.3? 
Question (II). Is 5.3 true assuming Martin’s Axiom and 2No > K, 
instead of CH ? 
Note. Mathias and Shelah have each informed us that they can 
answer Question (I) in the affirmative. 
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